3 Keys
to Cloud
Security

How has adoption of
cloud changed IT
security?
With the cloud,

your servers can
reside anywhere and your
end users can work remotely on
a range of devices. This means IT must
secure a complex ecosystem of applications,
devices and infrastructure.
By 2020, 67% of all enterprise IT infrastructure
and software spending will be for cloud-based
offerings.1
Yet, as adoption of cloud is growing, security
is still a major issue. In a survey of business
technology decision makers, 50% cited
security as their biggest concern when
considering cloud solutions.2
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What are IT’s
specific cloud
security concerns?

A 2016 survey on LinkedIn3 revealed further
insight into the IT community’s primary
cloud concerns:

cited

49% data loss or leakage
cited

46% data privacy
cited

39% legal and regulatory
compliance

And cloud security isn’t just a technology challenge. It’s
impacting IT organizations’ ability to find and hire people.

49% said they were

delaying adoption of cloud

due to a cybersecurity skills gap4

Security
concerns aside,
IT pros are sold
on cloud’s
benefits

Businesses are adopting cloud platforms
to lower IT costs, improve business and
IT agility, and build scalability and
efficiency into IT. IT pros on LinkedIn cited
5
the following cloud benefits:

41%

cost reduction

46% availability

36% flexible scalability

At VMware we
enable cloud security
with a three-pronged
approach.

How do you realize the benefits
of cloud while minimizing risk?

Protect Cloud Apps
and Data

Achieve intrinsic security across your
private and public cloud environments
by providing deep visibility into the
interactions between applications
and data.

Secure User Access
and Devices

Evolve Governance
and Compliance

Provide conditional access to your
entire cloud system with our
solution. This allows you to create
smarter application infrastructure,
networking and data security
policies.

Implement compliance
controls across all your cloud
applications and data based
on a range of attributes,
regulatory requirements and
security postures.

Now
what?
Try our Secure Application
Infrastructure Hands-on Lab:

vmware.com/go/secure-app-hol
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